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INTRODUCTION
1
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The FTSE has fallen by more than 20% since the start of the year. Investors 
have seen a significant amount of money wiped from their investment and 
pension pots. They have questions about what the future looks like and what 
they should do with their money. 

This report looks at advice from the customer viewpoint. What is the need and 
desire for financial advice – from ‘little a’ advice to full regulated advice, and 
what do people need in light of the ongoing impact of COVID-19. It also looks 
at advice from the provider view – the current landscape, what advice people 
have access to today, what providers are struggling with and those grey area 
between guidance and advice. 

Unless otherwise stated, when we refer to advice in this report, we are referring to what the person in 

the street would think of as advice, not what the regulator would think of as advice. As such, use of the 

word advice can often be substituted with the word ‘help’ which is of course much broader than the 

regulatory definition of advice. 

The industry faces several challenges when it comes to meeting the advice needs of the population. 

Whilst face-to-face advice is still desired, it is expensive, limited in supply and not always necessary for 

some of the more straightforward accumulation needs. There are further opportunities for guidance and 

digital advice to fill this gap, particularly as attitudes change towards digital as a channel and confidence 

grows in the technology.

This report:

•  Explores the advice backdrop of the UK, looking at what is available from a consumer perspective

• Provides data to update firms’ insights on how many people use advice and who they are

•  Explores attitudes to advice of a nationally representative sample of 6,520 UK adults (January 

2020) and where they go for help

•  Looks at what areas of their finances investors most want help or information on in light of 

COVID-19 and the core questions they have

•  Explores how satisfied people are with the advice they receive and what they value

•  Measures how advice users’ expectations have changed in light of COVID-19 and attitudes 

towards videoconferencing and evolving work practices

•  Looks at what digital advice and guidance is on offer from banks, DIY platforms, robos and digital 

advisers and examples of best practice

•  Analyses comments from over 20 industry leaders on what the consumer response has been to 

COVID-19 and attitudes towards the boundaries between advice and guidance

•  Establishes the ‘so what’ – how do investment communications and propositions need to change 

going forward?
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CONCLUSION

As this report shows, there are some 14.5 million adults in the UK 
with a risk-based investment product, of which 3.5 million have a 

financial adviser. 
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We know that the need and thirst for financial advice is strong but supply and minimum asset levels 

that are still required to make a relationship profitable means that the 9% figure of the population who 

receive financial advice is unlikely to change anytime soon. 

So, how do we fill the gap between the 9% who say they use advice – and the 27% who have a risk-based 

investment product, of whom nearly half have confidence levels of 5 or less out of 10? 

Obviously, DIY investment platforms and pension providers have a role to play. But these options are 

currently servicing a typically male and typically more confident investor, someone we might refer to as 

the ‘hobbyist’. Despite early excitement about robo advisers, with just a 2% market share the trailblazers 

have not (yet?) moved the dial. 

All providers can do more with tailored content. As we have seen, different audiences will have different 

questions, different confidence levels and different needs. Those in drawdown will have lived through 

other market crashes but have little precedent of what to do when dividends are slashed. Those first-

time investors are wondering if their risk-based investment selections were misguided?

Content is all well and good, but the decision-making remains in the lap of the investor. What options are 

there for those who want to delegate, or ideally just have someone to tell them what to do? 

Nudges, risk profilers, Best Buy lists and ready-made portfolios have their roles to play. But a digital-only 

experience is not enough for many. The need and desire to have a human involved is as high as ever. It is 

also clear that brand plays an important role in digital advice where it can often feel like a leap of faith to 

a less experienced investor. Quite how we integrate humans with digital advice is not a question which 

has been answered yet by any mainstream provider, although there are some interesting developments 

we have reported here in Digital	advice:	what	is	available	today?

Finally, how we receive, and issue advice is also under scrutiny. Over the last few months, we have all 

adopted different working practices. Across the board, acceptance of videoconferencing has risen, and 

we see greater comfort levels with video conversations and updates with financial advisers. Customers 

seem to fall into 2 camps – those who want the experience of the face-to-face meeting, and those who 

are busy and would rather avoid the hassle. Online access and the ability to make top-ups, see valuations 

and even see other financial accounts reported in one place are becoming the norm, rather than the 

exception. Although interestingly, the main drivers of value for customers of financial advisers remain 

the softer relationship-based elements rather than the more concrete product or technology-led factors.

We hope that this report helps provide some detailed, useful insights and data which will help you to plan 

your future strategy for helping customers with their questions – whether that is classified as guidance 

or advice by our regulator. If we can help further with segmentation or any more detailed questions 

about an area of specific interest, please contact jessica@boringmoney.co.uk.  
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